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THE BEGINNING: 
On primordial earth, a virus exists that provides raw material for the development of cellular 
life, driving its diversification into varied organisms that will eventually fill every corner of the 
planet. This virus will one day be known as the Progenitor Virus and right now it makes a 
critical contribution to the emergence of life on Earth. In other words, this Progenitor Virus is 
the answer to the question of questions, a question to which the answer will go on to fascinate 
great scientists and brilliant thinkers for centuries; the question of the origins of life. The 
Progenitor Virus also has the ability to mix genetic information to cause unique mutations, 
possessing the ability to transfer these altered genes into other organisms by first infecting then 
causing a fresh spontaneous mutation. The ability for spontaneous mutation functions both 
between whole organisms and individual cells. Although Progenitor will not be formally 
discovered and classified until the mid-20th Century, its name symbolises the precursor for 
humanity and all life before it. Its marine equivalent for deep sea zones and evolution of 
oceanic life is a natural virus able to thrive and evolve in deep pressure zones. This strain will 
eventually become known as The Abyss Virus. 
 
5-7 MILLION YEARS AGO: 
The earliest human ancestors evolve in Alkebulan, later known as Africa. It is the oldest 
continent on Earth and also the source point of the Progenitor Virus. The ancient name 
Alkebulan aptly means Mother of Mankind, or Garden of Eden. 
 
ANCIENT TIMES: 
Also in Alkebulan/Africa, a unique parasitic organism appears which is able to grow inside and 
take over a host organism, manipulating its behaviour and movements completely. This 
parasite will come to be named millions of years later as Las Plagas. 
 
“There are some parasites that have the ability to control their  
hosts. It's basic knowledge among biologists but not much is  
known as to how the parasites do it. Studying these parasites  
specifically might reveal some clues as to how the powers of the  
Las Plagas work. And perhaps provide more insight on the  
victims of the Las Plagas, the Los Ganados. Here is a list of  
some parasites that have the ability to manipulate the  
behavioural patterns of their host.  
Dicrocoelium  
Once the larvae of this parasite migrates to the ant's oesophagus,  
it alters the behaviour of the ant. When the temperature drops in the evening, the infected ant 
climbs to the top of a plant and clamps onto a leaf using its mandible. It stays there immobile 
until the next morning, placing the ant where it's most vulnerable to be eaten by a browsing 
herbivore such as sheep. One could conclude that the parasite is manipulating the host's 
behaviour to make its way into the body of its definitive host.  
Galactosomum  
The larvae of this parasite makes its home inside the brain of a fish such as the yellowtail and 
the parrot bass. Once infected, the fish make their way up to the water's surface where they'll 
swim until eaten by seabirds Once again, this peculiar behaviour can only be explained by the 
parasite's desire to get into the bodies of the seabirds.  
Leucochloridium                                                                                                                                                         
This parasite's sporocysts develop in the snail's tentacles. The sporocysts are vivid in colour and 
pulsate continually somewhat like a worm. Surprisingly the infected snail makes its way to the 
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top of a plant where it is more visible to the eyes of birds, therefore more likely to be eaten. 
Once eaten by a bird, the parasite will complete its metamorphosis into an adult."  
-RE4: Luis' Memo 1; Archived 2004 
 
ORGANISM PROFILE: LAS PLAGAS: 
An ancient, natural parasitic organism with the ability to take over and completely control a host. They target 
all non-botanical life-forms and are named after the Spanish word for Plague or Pest. These parasites are 
thought to be millions of years old and industrial spy Ada Wong believed they have been around since ancient 
times. They are capable of placing themselves into a fossilised state and emitting spores for potential hosts to 
inhale, allowing for the gestation and growth of a new parasite within the host’s body. Little is known of their 
exact origin but they are believed to have first evolved in ancient Africa and it is speculated but not confirmed 
that their extreme mutation properties stems from a possible link or exposure to the Progenitor Virus. This is 
because the earliest known infestation of the Plaga was in the same area where the Progenitor Virus naturally 
thrived. It also provides a good explanation for generating such extreme mutations not found in other natural 
parasites. However it must be said this connection is  
purely hypothetical and has never been confirmed. 
Las Plagas first became known to the modern world  
when they were discovered several hundred years  
ago in Southern Europe. They had lain dormant for  
centuries without any human contact until they  
were found by the Los Illuminados cult, a religious  
movement that developed a dark religion and sigil  
based on the appearance of the parasite. Once  
exposed, the parasites quickly took over the group  
and formed a hive-mind like consciousness, leading to their eventual persecution and exile by the Salazar 
family. In later years when the Plaga was dissected and researched by the Los Illuminados in modern times, 
scientist Luis Sera developed what was known as the ‘Dominant Strain Plaga’ or ‘Control Plaga’; a master 
organism capable of complete control and manipulation over the regular subordinate species. These were the 
main two types of the parasite but how they propagate is not currently determined. A ‘Mother’ or ‘Queen’ 
Plaga was present in Ramon Salazar’s castle in Southern Europe; a giant plant-like organism able to birth a new 
supply of Plagas as well as give off spores to infect through the air. It is currently unknown if this was the 
original source of Las Plagas in Europe. If so, then a similar Queen Plaga would also have existed in Africa 
many thousands of years before. It is thought the parasites communicate via ultra-sensitive sound waves and 
each Plaga possesses an organ specifically to sense these vibration patterns. Commands can be conveyed to each 
Plaga in a frequency only the parasites can detect which allows them to be manipulated at will. Although 
inaudible to the human ear, this special ability is said to have been used by the feudal lords of the Salazar family 
passed down from generation to generation to control the Plaga. Eventually, this ‘secret art’ was adopted by 
Lord Saddler and the Los Illuminados. Cult leaders carried custom ceremonial canes for special religious 
services and it is believed this was the method used to retain control over the parasites, similar to the principle 
science behind a dog whistle. 
Whilst those infected with a Subordinate Plaga lose some mental capability, they retain enough memory to 
perform basic functions and follow commands. Outwardly they may appear perfectly normal, capable of 
speaking and carrying out basic day to day tasks, but they are entirely devoted to their masters. If called to, they 
will attack at will with no fear of injury or death. They have extraordinary strength and high tolerance for pain. 
An injury that might cripple a normal human being would just be a mere annoyance to a subject infected with 
a subordinate parasite. When in groups infectees are capable of tactical thinking. They can coordinate 
complicated attacks and ambush and flank their targets. 
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In contrast, those with a Dominant Species Plaga retain complete consciousness, awareness and intelligence. As 
well as retaining control over their own parasite, Dominant carriers can also control a Subordinate Parasite 
within others. Other side effects for a host include incredible strength and agility. An individual carrying this 
Plaga can remain virtually unchanged so long as they supressed the parasite's mutagenic powers. But if they 
wished to do so, they are capable of triggering bizarre and extreme mutations of their bodies through its use. 
This process is irreversible and regular human form was  
permanently lost. 
Plagas on their own are weak and need a host organism  
to survive. If they cannot locate a suitable vessel, they  
grow weak and will die in a short period of time. They  
attack nearby living things indiscriminately in order to  
seek out new hosts and sustain themselves. The parasite  
works by attaching itself to the victim’s nervous system,  
working its way through to settle between the lungs and  
the heart before maturing and eventually gaining  
control of the host’s central nervous system. The parietal lobe of the brain is mainly affected and the parasite 
continues to control the body by wrapping itself around the spinal cord. The host needs to be able bodied or 
the process will not work. To demonstrate this the Plaga has a 0% adherence rate with children as their under-
developed bodies cannot cope with the added strain. But when successful, over time the host’s cells will begin to 
change and symptoms of infection include coughing up blood, fainting, hallucinations, blood around the eyes, 
and swelling and discolouration of the blood vessels and iris, typically in red. Once the process is complete it 
makes the host very strong and highly resistant to pain. It is easily adaptive to many other organisms and not 
just humans. It is theorised that Las Plagas has a collective intelligence. In their base form they are very 
sensitive to ultraviolet light and exposure to direct sunlight will kill them. 
Las Plagas are also social organisms. Instead of living individually, they do so in perfect social harmony. Similar 
types of behaviour is found in insects such as bees and ants. This trait surprised researchers who had the chance 
to study the Plagas as this type of behaviour is extremely rare among parasitic organisms. In rare cases, the 
Plagas have demonstrated the ability to parasitize inorganic hosts such as inhabiting armoured suits then 
remaining dormant in order to conserve energy and wait for a suitable creature to become a new host. The 
Plaga stretches out inside the armour and manipulates it with its tentacles, allowing for human-like movement 
and primitive attacks in order to subdue its prey.  
Luis Sera, one of the first researchers to study Las Plagas in great detail, theorised this behaviour may have been 
developed by the Plagas through centuries of infecting differing organisms and learning their individual 
behavioural patterns. It is also been documented that the Plaga reflects the conscience of the hosts. Examples to 
support this include the mutation of Jack Krauser, who as a close-combat specialist, developed a bladed arm to 
suit his needs. Also Ricardo Irving, who whilst cornered by Chris Redfield and Sheva Alomar on a boat, 
mutated into an aquatic creature to make use of his surrounding environment. It also meant that any potential 
Dominant Plaga holders had to be chosen carefully when developing a hierarchy. Because Dominant Plaga 
holders retained their self-awareness, the threat of betrayal is high if the host is poorly chosen. 
DEVELOPMENT: 
The basic life-cycle of the Plaga consists of five main stages: 
1: Spore: - When a parasite becomes dormant for a prolonged period of time, perhaps to preserve its life when 
no suitable hosts were present, it can propagate itself into a spore-like vapour which when inhaled by a host 
will slowly mature into an egg. Once the egg hatched, an infant parasite is born and will slowly grow to 
maturity over a period of approximately 24 hours. The remaining body of the original Plaga will die and 
eventually become fossilised. 
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2: Egg: - The parasite remains inside the host long enough to mature and hatch. Plaga eggs can also be 
artificially injected directly into a host. Symptoms of a Plaga egg hatching include retching and coughing up 
blood.  
3: Plaga A: - The basic larval stage parasite. It becomes visible when the host’s brain is destroyed. Once brain 
signals cease the parasite erupts from the neck outwards. In this state it remains in total control of the host and 
is still able to manipulate its movements. It defends itself by waving a sharp blade-like appendage at the end of 
its tentacles. The flesh of the exposed parasite is soft and vulnerable to gunfire. Its body consistently pulsates 
and it has distinct yellow eyeballs. 
4: Plaga B: - This Plaga is manifested in between the larval and adult stages and is significantly larger as a result. 
Its skin has hardened and the tentacles become more durable, essentially making them ‘fingers’ and giving off 
the appearance of a hand. These fingers can grasp a human by the head and hold them tight where they can be 
bitten by a large mouth embedded in the centre of the parasite. It also has the ability to spit acidic bile. 
5: Plaga C: This is the full adult stage. When the host organism takes enough damage, the adult Plaga can 
separate from the host completely and survive independently. It attacks as a standalone Plaga, taking a spider-
like form using its now thinner tentacles as legs for movement. But it cannot live this way for long and will seek 
to find a new host to latch onto as soon as possible. They attack by leaping at their victims. 
Once exposed to Las Plagas the only way to avoid  
infection is to rid the body of the Plaga before the egg  
hatches. This is possible using specialised tablet  
medication, but once growth has begun, removal  
becomes extremely difficult. Whilst it is also possible  
to surgically remove the parasite before it grows into  
adult form, it has not been attempted before and the  
probability of success is extremely low. One effective  
method is to kill the Plaga by directly bombarding it  
with radiation. However, there are several risks  
depending on the Plaga's control of the central nervous system. Firstly, because the parasite is killed whilst still 
connected to the spinal cord, the procedure is extremely painful for the host and there is a high possibility of 
severely impaired consciousness. Second, this procedure can kill the host if the Plaga has already reached adult 
form. But if these problems are overcome, the Plaga can be completely eliminated and the host is restored to its 
pre-infected state. 
The first documented accounts of Las Plagas date back to ancient Africa when a colony infected livestock being 
reared by the Ndipaya tribe. These animals mutated into ‘Ancient B.O.W.s’ which later escaped and massacred 
their masters. These monsters then turned on each other and hunted themselves to extinction. By this point the 
royal Ndipaya city was all but abandoned and without any new hosts, the Plagas went dormant and became 
fossilised to the ancient rock. From that moment they were never encountered again until their discovery in a 
rural region of Spain by the Los Illuminados. At that time the first Castellan of the Salazar family raged war on 
the cult and had most of them killed. The Plagas were taken and sealed away deep beneath Salazar Castle in the 
hope that they would die off. There they remained until the early 21st Century when they were excavated by the 
eighth Salazar Castellan, Ramon, who was being brainwashed by a new generation of Los Illuminados. The 
mature Plagas had fossilised by the time Ramon broke the seal, but the larval Plagas had gone into stasis, 
preserved in a spore-like form. After some time passed, the townspeople of the local village participating in the 
excavation began suffering convulsions, and from there, turned into violent savages. This was because they had 
ingested the Plaga spores whilst mining beneath the castle, birthing new parasites inside their bodies.  
Because the Plagas can infect a wide variety of life-forms and their social relationship maintains over various 
infected species, the Los Illuminados took advantage of this by experimenting on various animals, insects and 
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humans to create monsters such as the Novistadors and the U-3. It is even possible to insert multiple Plagas 
into a single host, in which case they stretch out and develop leech-like traits, working together to mutate and 
change the body composition of the host. These complex properties make Las Plagas highly attractive in the 
field of biological weapons development.  
In later years, streamlined forms of Plagas were created through genetic engineering to make more effective 
weaponry. Once the Plaga became known to the world at large, their potential for military application was 
obvious as it theoretically meant one so inclined could create obedient subjects that would obey directives 
without question. It was this specific trait that ensured the Plagas quickly came under review by interested 
parties. However, they were not without fault. The Plagas in their original untouched form have several flaws. 
The first is a fatal weakness to bright light. Although they can still operate in bright conditions whilst shielded 
by their host, a Plaga will never expose itself in daylight as it will expire almost immediately. Second is the time 
discrepancy between initial infection and when the host is rendered susceptible to control. The time taken from 
injecting an egg to becoming a fully mature parasite attached to the central nervous system can take as long as 
several days. Although the maturation cycle for the Plaga is relatively brief, it is not quick enough. Third is 
anyone taking a Control/Dominant Strain Plaga into their body runs the risk of severe irreversible mutation. 
Finally, although the Plaga manipulates the behaviour of its host, it cannot develop skills the original host did 
not possess when human. For example, a Plaga infectant cannot suddenly operate a complex machine or drive a 
car if it did not know how to do so before infection. The same crucially applies to combat skills and physical 
prowess. Therefore selecting a Plaga host with a particular skill set is very important when it is to be used as a 
potential weapon. 
Both pharmaceutical giant Tricell Inc. and later a science team  
working under Eastern Slav’s President Svetlana Belikova worked  
on ways to artificially create new Plagas to counter these problems,  
using genetic manipulation to make the Plaga a true B.O.W. Once  
the Plaga parasite begins to rapidly multiply and spread throughout  
the world, there is no technology in existence for humanity to resist  
it. Persons who become Ganado or hosts may be easily identified in  
small towns or close-knit communities where unusual words or  
actions are quickly detected, but they can easily blend into the  
crowd in large cities where even neighbours don’t know each other.  
Powerful monsters for which a gun is no match can blend into  
society and increase their numbers in secret, spreading like a  
plague. Even if discovered, it will be impossible to take the same  
eradication action in a major city using mass destruction weapons like Raccoon City. This quiet infection 
would eventually reach the ranks of national government. And think of the possibilities of developing parasites 
capable of more advanced deception, or joining forces with an important person infected with a Dominant 
Strain Plaga and being forced to follow that person. 
DIFFERING STRAINS: 
TYPE.1 – An unofficial term for the original strain used by the Los Illuminados in Southern Europe. 
Plagas eggs are injected into a host organism which will hatch, grow and mature over a typical period of 24-48 
hours in most cases. Severely weak to bright light, Subbordinate Plaga infectees are known as ‘Ganado’ which is 
the Spanish word for ‘cattle.’ They lose their reason, driven only by the Plaga’s survival instinct and 
demonstrate extreme hostility to anyone who is not likewise infected. They can be completely manipulated by a 
Dominant Plaga holder. However they cannot be further trained and can only utilise skills possessed prior to 
their exposure. 
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TYPE.2 – Developed by Tricell Inc. under the supervision of Ricardo Irving. These parasites have been 
genetically manipulated so they are no longer weak to bright light and have been specifically designed to 
quicken the process between initial exposure and full host control. Type 2 Plagas are administered orally to the 
host whilst in an already matured state, making control almost instantaneous. Type 2 Plagas are forced directly 
into the mouth of the host where they tear through the oesophagus to control first the medulla oblongata, then 
the brain proper and finally the spinal cord. This process takes approximately than ten seconds to complete 
and is a vast improvement over the original strain. Post-infection the host’s intelligence and physical abilities 
remain roughly the same as they were before exposure. Type.2 can also propagate other Plagas from their own 
mouths which can be used to infect others very quickly. This is the main difference from Ganados because 
infected subjects are highly aggressive in propagating themselves among new hosts. Type 2 infectees are known 
as ‘Majini,’ which is a Swahili word for ‘Evil Spirit.’ They can also be taught to follow commands and will obey 
without the need for a dominator leader to be carrying a Dominant Plaga. This was thanks to genetic 
manipulation increasing the mental control. Type 2 carriers are typically more aggressive and can create many 
unique mutations such as a Cephalo – a larger version of the original Plaga B, and Bui Kichwa; a spider-like 
mutation and improved Plaga C. 
TYPE.3 – Also developed by Tricell with a goal of bestowing the  
host with enhanced physical abilities to create the perfect  
soldier. They are created by splicing a gene from a dead  
Dominant Plaga into a Subbordinate Plaga. Many successful  
side-effects are documented such as increased host size,  
heightened agility and increased jumping power. However there  
are also several drawbacks. Firstly the life-cycle reverted back to  
the Type 1 stage and an egg has to be injected into the body and  
hatched, growing to maturity over a longer period of time  
within the host. Second, the strength of the Dominant Plaga  
gene meant compatibility with Type 3 is low. 92% in adult  
males, and 0% in women and children. Because many Type 3  
subjects exhibit unusually large growth, it is common for the  
skin to tear and their eyes are a diluted yellow rather than blood  
red of other Plaga species.  
TYPE.4 – Records indicate that Tricell performed further Plaga experiments based on results of Type.3 field 
testing but no evidence of these experiments have been recovered. 
DOMINANT/CONTROL PLAGA – This strain was created by Luis Sera and was developed from repeated 
genetic modification in order to maintain the awareness of the host human. It also possesses the ability to 
control regular Subordinate Plagas and their respective hosts. Dominant Plaga carriers also bear enhanced 
abilities such as improved strength, speed and a high tolerance to pain. They are also capable of triggering a 
massive and unpredictable, yet irreversible body mutation in order to preserve life. This trait severely devalues 
the Dominant Plaga, and is the main reason Type 2 were developed to control subjects without the need for a 
Dominant carrier. 
CULTIVATED/SYNTHETIC PLAGA – During the Eastern Slav Republic Civil War (2006-2011) President 
Svetlana Belikova employed use of Las Plagas against the rebel forces. She believed that if Plagas could be used 
to control an army of drones they could also be used on other B.O.W.s. Splicing t-Virus B.O.W.s with Las 
Plagas proved incompatible as the virus eroded the parasite’s intelligence making it unable to generate the hive 
mind link needed to communicate and give orders to the other subjects. However, a B.O.W with very sensitive 
hearing such as the Licker is different. The parasites communicate by ultra-high frequency sound waves, unable 
to be picked up by the human ear. But a Licker Beta, which has even more evolved hearing due to further 
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application of the Progenitor Virus, is able to pick up these sounds. All B.O.W.s are given standard training by 
a handler to carry out orders and basic commands. Now a Dominant Plaga carrier can use the sound waves to 
communicate with the Lickers and make them follow pre-learned commands such as attack and obedience.  
The Licker does not need to be Plaga infected to hear these sounds as the process is the same as a dog whistle. 
This practice works only on the Licker and not other standard t-Virus B.O.W.s such as the Hunter or Tyrant. 
Belikova’s scientists artificially created Dominant Strain Plagas specifically to carry out this task. However, this 
strain of parasites has an engineered flaw. As a result the Cultivated Plaga struggles to adapt to its host and will 
slowly degrade and kill it, as evidenced by the infection of Ivan Judanovich in 2011. The host has to constantly 
fight for control over the parasite and if not strong-willed  
enough, will eventually succumb and become a mindless  
Ganado. This flaw was intentionally built into the parasite by  
chief scientist Mikhail Zilika, as Belikova planned to give these  
Plagas to the rebels fighting the government in order to infect  
them from within. They were viewed as a Trojan horse that  
would turn the tide in the civil war. Leon Kennedy, who  
encountered the Synthetic Plaga strain, correctly believed that  
a dominant host being able to retain their consciousness was a  
ruse and that the Plaga could take over the will of the host  
whenever it chose to. 
RECESSIVE PLAGA – These are wild Plagas that survived the initial cull following the destruction of the Los 
Illuminados in Southern Europe in 2004. In the following years the entrance to the infected district was 
prohibited, but there was no end to residents breaking through the quarantine zone and wanting to reclaim 
their home. These people soon fell victim to a wild form of Plaga growing naturally in the area. Although 
extremely similar to Type 1, they are slightly weaker than regular Subbordinate Plagas used by the Los 
Illuminados. They are also not manipulated by a Dominant Plaga and are therefore more docile and cannot be 
controlled. In extremely rare cases, a Plaga will burst from its host and not be affected by bright sunlight, but 
this irregular occurrence also makes the parasite to go completely out of control and the host body will simply 
run around in an uncontrollable frenzy until killed. A similar thing happened with Type 2 Plagas following the 
Kijuju incident of 2009. Many Plagas survived extermination by living in the bodies of survivors. These Majini 
are a lesser version of the ones initially infected by Ricardo Irving and Tricell. They lack the awareness and 
intelligence of their predecessors, but they are just as fierce and dangerous. 
OTHER USES: - DNA nucleotides from the Dominant Strain Las Plagas were extracted and incorporated by 
Glenn Arias and his researchers into the Animality Virus. This was made possible when Arias made a deal with 
surviving members of the Los Illuminados. He was granted access to the original Dominant Plaga development 
data in exchange for launching a major bio-terror attack on the United States by way of revenge for the cult. 
The application of Plaga genes into the A-Virus allowed Arias to engineer a special trait that enabled infected 
individuals to distinguish friend from foe, specifically by pre-programming zombies infected with the base 
strain (stage 1 A-Virus) to not attack those vaccinated with the inactive strain (Stage 3 A-Virus). Anyone 
vaccinated with stage 3 would not register as a threat to those infected with the stage 1 latent virus, and this was 
down to the unique traits of the Plaga DNA.  
RECORDED INCIDENTS: 
Ancient Times: The Plagas were discovered deep underground by the Ndipaya tribe. They infected captured 
animals and livestock, mutating them from within into powerful beasts. These creatures resulted in the 
downfall of the Ndipaya kingdom and their fabled royal city was left abandoned.  
2004 South Europe Incident: The Plagas were used by Osmund Saddler and the Los Illuminados to infect a 
village community and capture the then U.S. President’s daughter, Ashley Graham. Their plan was to infect her 
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and return her home to that the parasites would infect the central U.S. administration, leaving them completely 
susceptible to control from Osmund Saddler. However, this plan was foiled by the U.S. Government. Other 
parties involved in this incident were the ‘rival company’ with agents supervised by Albert Wesker. 
2009 Kijuju Incident: During the development of Type 2 and Type 3 Plagas, Tricell performed a number of 
field tests in this region of Africa. Numerous Majini engaged with B.S.A.A. rescue operations in the area. Other 
known parties involved were the African branch of Tricell Inc and the bioterrorist Albert Wesker. 
2011: Eastern Slav Incident: Las Plagas were used by government forces in the ongoing civil war against the 
rebel factions. They created Cultivated Plagas and trained Lickers to follow their commands without the need 
to infect them. This prompted the U.S. Government to investigate. 
2012: Kijuju District 12: - A fresh Plaga outbreak believed to be caused by surviving remnants from the original 
incident three years earlier. This outbreak was much smaller and was quickly contained by the B.S.A.A. 
As a side note, the Plagas are not natively found in Eastern Europe. They were transported there via external 
means. Las Plagas have been readily available on the world’s black markets for a number of years now and 
remain a formidable biological weapon. 
 
In Africa, an aboriginal society called the Ndipaya  
inhabit a rural mountainous region in Kijuju,  
situated near the upper west coast of Africa. They  
are a secretive group, residing in a spectacular  
underground city ingeniously constructed from stone  
and natural rock, all set inside a complex maze of  
subterranean caverns deep within the mountains and  
surrounding landscape. 
 
The Ndipaya are blessed with highly sophisticated  
archaeological and construction skills. Their  
superior design and craftsmanship allow them to  
build a kingdom ingenious enough to remain hidden for centuries. Whilst the Ndipaya rule the 
lands above ground beneath the scorching sun, their royal city remains undisturbed deep 
within the confines of the mountain. This sacred place is where their monarchy is housed. 
 
“In ancient times, the surrounding lands were all under the control of the sovereign Ndipaya 
kingdom and the city of ruins was the seat for that monarch.” 
-RE5: No.7 Ndipaya File: Archived 2009 
 
The reason this place is chosen for the royal city is thanks to a very special plant growing in a 
unique location. These flowers are able to flourish and survive underground thanks to warmth 
from natural sunlight piercing through shafts in the cavern roof. They are also sourced from 
one of many subterranean springs and rivers flowing through the rocks. The Ndipaya believe 
these flowers hold the key to a longer lasting life because of their special properties. Whilst the 
Ndipaya choose to believe in gifts bestowed from their gods, the reality is these particular plants 
are infected with a unique, natural RNA retrovirus; Progenitor. Presently they are native only to 
Africa and this particular strain unique only to this precise location. The Ndipaya are also a 
deeply religious community, worshipping the sun and equating it with the afterlife. Because of 
this, they refer to the Progenitor flower as the Stairway to the Sun and the entire Ndipaya 
hierarchy becomes centered around it. 
 
“Special attention should be given to the way the sovereign was chosen. While the Ndipaya did 
have a monarchy, the king was not decided by birth right, but by the abilities and qualities 
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displayed during a certain required ceremony. This ceremony employed a special plant that 
grew in the Sun Garden residing in the deepest area of the royal city. This plant was known as 
the Stairway to the Sun.” 
-RE5: No.7 Ndipaya File; Archived 2009 
 
The process of appointing a new Ndipaya king  
is based around a special ceremony involving  
consummation of the flower. It is a naturally  
poisonous plant, made worse by the RNA virus  
and therefore is lethal to most who ingest it.  
But on extremely rare occasion, a host can  
survive ingestion and even rarer still, be left  
with life-enhancing traits such as increased  
strength, endurance and agility. These  
extraordinary outcomes form the basis of why  
the Ndipaya believe the plants to be magical  
and as a result those able to survive its toxins  
are looked upon favourably, even so much as being considered for the role of king. However, 
not everyone who survives the plant are blessed with beneficial after-effects; a select few simply 
have a natural immunity and undergo no physical or internal changes at all. But for the vast 
majority of those who consume the plant, the only outcome is death. Only a select few with 
naturally favourable genes could survive. 
 
“The Stairway to the Sun was an extremely  
poisonous plant, and its effects were fatal if  
consumed, though some individuals  
possessed a natural resistance to the poison.  
The Ndipaya people believed that a man  
who could prevail against the poison was  
destined to become king. {Vestiges of this  
ceremony are still carried out once a year  
by the Ndipaya for the continual peace of  
their ancestor’s spirits.}” 
-RE5: No.7 Ndipaya File; Archived 2009 
 
As generations of Ndipaya continue to  
consume the flowers over centuries, the  
retrovirus adapts to replicate inside a human  
host, meaning more people are able to  
survive the process. The effects are varied,  
but those who survive gain increased vitality  
in one form or another. There is even a documented account of an Ndipaya king reigning for 
hundreds of years. This king is what will later be referred to as a Progenitor Human; an 
individual with rapidly improved strength, agility and decelerated aging. 
 
“Even with a natural resistance, finding an individual that could survive ingestion of the 
powerful poison was a rarity. It is said by the Ndipaya people that one such man reigned as 
king for hundreds of years. Whether this legend has any validity to it cannot be ascertained at 
present.” 
-RE5: No.7 Ndipaya File; Archived 2009 
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(*These characteristics are not dissimilar to the effects of the Progenitor Virus on Lisa Trevor 
some centuries later. Umbrella researchers would often marvel at her unique regenerative 
powers, labelling her as ‘immortal’ and ‘the one that would not die.’ This particular legend is 
also the genesis of Oswell E. Spencer’s belief that Progenitor could be used to create a fabled 
virus that would grant him immortality.) 
 
Despite having only one monarch, those that survive the plant consummation ceremony are 
held in high esteem and go on to become tribal leaders and clan elders. It is a guaranteed way 
to climb the Ndipaya hierarchy. Upon death, royalty members are interred a space behind the 
Monarch Room, a beautiful chamber with two curved, stone staircases and murals on the walls. 
The tribe, now led by the closest thing humanity has seen to a living immortal god thanks to the 
virus, forge a formidable empire around the cave city with the Sun Garden at the heart of it all. 
Secrecy is important to the Ndipaya people and it is vital the sacred ground and Sun Garden 
remain a secret to the outside world. The royal kingdom is fitted with all manner of traps and 
tricks to preserve this legacy, helping it to remain undisturbed and untroubled throughout the 
passage of time. 
 
LOCATION PROFILE: NDIPAYA KINGDOM 
*WEST AFRICA *WETLANDS *UNKNOWN TO PUBLIC *NATURAL PROGENITOR FLOWER SOURCE 
The city has only one main entrance, partially submerged and accessible only by boat. A singular tunnel leads 
down to the main complex where occasional shafts of sunlight pierce through from small cracks in the roof. 
Terrain underfoot is uneven and difficult to walk on.  
Further down the tunnel opens up into a larger shaft with  
a wooden bridge crossing over a large chasm and  
primitive wooden beams erected to prevent anyone  
falling to an untimely death. Rivers and lakes are situated  
on the mountains above and numerous waterfalls run  
down from cracks and recesses in the rock foundations,  
cascading further down into the darkness hundreds of  
feet below the earth. Wooden poles and sticks thrust into  
the ground are decorated with skeletons and skulls of the  
deceased to serve as a warning to any wandering  
travellers that made it this far. Tribal masks depicting  
angry gods act as further deterrents to ward off intruders from venturing any further down. Although the 
Ndipaya were primarily peaceful, they are also stout warriors and when the need for war arises, their physical 
prowess make them feared across the land. This adaptability is the essence of the Ndipaya.  
This tunnel runs further still, ending at a beautiful, ornate door carved from solid rock. This entrance is 
decorated with carvings depicting the sacred flower and is firm enough to ensure no one uninvited can pass. 
Beyond lays the sacred kingdom which is a sight to behold; a true marvel of architectural genius crafted and 
constructed using advanced tools and meticulous design. High above the ground is an oval concourse flanked 
by stone pillars encircling the entire settlement. The city is ingeniously powered by sunlight harnessed from 
above through reflective prisms and mirrors, creating a natural power plant that ignites at various intervals 
thanks to the control of heat and fire; humanity’s first true piece of technology. A city designed this ingeniously 
requires a major energy source to function, and light from the sun was just that. The religious beliefs of the 
Ndipaya equate this gift of energy as one from the gods. A larger prism is installed above a temple, catching 
sunlight streaming down from above and reflecting off mirrors placed at precise locations using perfect 
mathematical calculation to flood this underground kingdom with natural light and heat. 
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Below the concourse is the village and living settlement, made up of huts and stone buildings constructed out 
of the cavernous rock. A massive waterfall flows behind, providing a constant fresh water supply to aid 
sustenance and a number of canals ensure maximum circulation across the city. Special preserved structures 
contain sarcophagi and coffins making up part of a burial ground. Some of the dead are buried alongside 
special treasures such as topaz or emerald, and their final  
resting places adjoined with tapestry and old battle dress.  
Beyond the small village area is the labyrinth. This place  
is laced with many booby traps and obstacles for a dual  
purpose. It ensures those unworthy could not reach the  
sacred worship area and secondly it marks the beginning  
of the trial area for the process of choosing the next king.  
Those who survive this dangerous obstacle course reach  
the next stage and the privileged opportunity  
to consume the Stairway to the Sun flower. An X-shaped  
corridor leads to an arena and beyond that is the door to  
the main labyrinth. This first section is a long, twisting  
corridor flanked by statues of the ancient gods on either side. A trap is installed around a stone slab set   into 
the floor and anyone foolish enough to trigger it activates a mechanism causing the statues to topple over one 
by one and crush anyone in their path. Only those with quick enough reflexes would make it through this 
point. Beyond this corridor is an complex mechanism involving the simultaneous activation of two bell-pull 
ropes which bring down a set of stone steps leading to the final phase of the labyrinth. This is a beautiful, open-
planned arena area dominated by an ornately carved staircase. In each corner of the arena is a different 
coloured god statue with a rope that needs to be pulled in sequential order. With each successful activation, the 
central staircase will raise and fall, permitting access to the next one.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once all the gods are activated, the next area became accessible. But in order to gain access to the inner 
sanctum of the royal city, one has to navigate through the worship area protected by a puzzle lock requiring 
three emblems of earth, sun and sky to unlock. These emblems are attached to totem poles scattered across the 
labyrinth and guarding the maze-like walkways to get to them is an ingeniously designed laser-targeting 
system. This device is powered using mirrors and glass to harness heat and light from the sun, converted into 
high-temperature beams of raw energy powerful enough to vaporise anyone in the way. Once all emblems are 
successfully slotted into place, access to the entrance of the fabled worship area is permitted. 
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This sacred place can be navigated only by those with unmatched strength and intelligence. The underground 
structure has numerous traps operated by natural sunlight and is difficult to duplicate even with modern 
technology. It was built by the ancient king and used to select his successor. This is a dangerous testing area 
fatal to anyone without strong body and mind to see through all the secrets hidden deep beneath this holy 
ground. It is a trial of champions.  
The main door to the worship area is decorated with an ancient mural depicting an Ndipayan youth 
worshipping the sacred flowers. Through this door are steps leading down to a stone elevator platform which 
can descend four levels down thanks to an intricate rope and pulley system. This area is protected by more 
heated energy beams thanks to trapped high intensity light from the mirrors. This is the uppermost area of a 
pyramid descending all the way down to the Sun Garden at the bottom. When the lasers are activated, several 
mirrors need to be carefully aligned for the elevator to activate. On the third level down, a door on either side 
of the chamber leads to hidden tombs. One contains an ever-burning altar and the other a treasure trove acting 
as a lure for would be thieves and protected by a spear trap. A third chamber contains a hidden treasure room 
where the Ndipaya store their riches and many fine jewels and treasures line these four walls. Sacred idols here 
show the Ndipaya not only worshipped the movements of the sun but also the various phases of the moon. This 
room is also decorated with preserved tribal masks belonging to long-dead influential figures of Ndipaya 
history. The fourth and final level down is the sacred Sun Garden area where the Stairway to the Sun plants 
flourished. Beyond that are more ruins before finally arriving at the monarch room where the holy king, the 
Progenitor Human, would sit. The stones of this whole structure is made with care, illustrating the advanced 
architectural techniques of its creators. Natural sunlight harnessed from above lights up a city of mystery 
structures that thrive as a whole community. This place has been here for a very long time, perhaps even as far 
back as prehistoric times. In the present day, the Ndipaya kingdom is a largely abandoned city of ruins – or a 
better term might be holy ground; a secret holy ground protected for generations by a king. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As depicted by ancient murals on the walls of the worship area and pyramid, the Ndipaya are a 
peaceful, sun-worshipping agrarian society. They breed cattle and livestock and cultivate plants 
and trees. They have no wish to interfere with the outside world and spend most of their time 
below ground, only venturing above in times of war and to send out ranging and foraging 
parties. For thousands of years the Ndipaya live and rule from this city, enjoying the wondrous 
after-effects of the Progenitor Virus contained in the sacred Sun Garden. When tribal elders 
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die, they are buried in the Sun Garden and the virus is fed back into the plants via the root 
system. It is a never-ending cycle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One day the Ndipaya excavate a new part of their kingdom amidst a large sinkhole and find a 
curious plant-like growth. Murals show it looks like a tree but this is actually a Queen Plaga 
organism and when the Ndipaya begin to cut into it, it gives off spores and infects anyone in the 
immediate area. Over time these spores mature into Plaga parasites and take control of their 
hosts. Soon Ndipaya tribesmen begin coughing up blood, behaving erratically and become 
increasingly aggressive. The Plagas also infect captive animals such as lions, leopards and 
livestock and they all develop strange mutations and sprout tentacles, effectively becoming 
monsters. These beasts are contained at the bottom of a very large pit and when fighting breaks 
out amidst the human infected, the bodies are tossed down into this pit to try and halt the 
spread of the parasite.  
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At the bottom of the huge pit, these beasts eventually become too powerful, escape from 
captivity and turn on their masters. Many Ndipaya are killed and others evacuate the city as 
warriors seal themselves inside the worship area to try and slay the beasts. In the end, all the 
Ndipaya are killed, including the king, and with nothing left to hunt, these Ancient B.O.Ws 
turn on themselves and begin attacking each other. Soon they hunt themselves to extinction 
with the sole victor dying of starvation. Now sealed in the city and with no other available hosts, 
the Plagas settle once again into slumber via spores, with the matured parasites dying out and 
becoming fossilised in the rocks. All that is left behind to tell this tragic tale are murals on the 
walls depicting the downfall of the kingdom for future generations to uncover. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The few Ndipaya that survive this pillage relocate to the wetlands not too far away from the 
cave entrance. There they set about re-building their home in the surrounding marshlands and 
the sacred underground city is left abandoned, with guards being sent in every two years to 
protect the sun garden from any outsiders as part of a manhood ritual. The underground 
Ndipaya city is left a silent and sacred tomb. 
 
Over time, the Progenitor Virus loses adaptability to modern humans as they continue to 
evolve and spread further around the globe. Their genes are naturally weaker and not strong 
enough to withstand the powerful effects of the virus. The chances of a modern human 
surviving exposure is extremely remote. 
 
9TH CENTURY: 
The Rus' people; typically Scandinavians from Northern Europe trading and raiding on river 
routes between the Baltic and Black Seas, base themselves in the Volga region of Russia 
amongst Slavic and Finnic peoples. They play a significant role in forming the principality of 
Kievan Rus; laying down the earliest foundations of what will one day become the Eastern Slav 
Republic. 
 
11TH CENTURY: 
A Greek Orthodox Church is constructed in Eastern Slav, which is located north of the Black 
Sea. Over time this church will become famous for its grandeur before eventually being 
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destroyed during Josef Stalin’s rule. Later it will be reconstructed as a symbol of departure 
from Stalin’s rule and used as an operating base for the rebels during the civil war against 
Svetlana Belikova’s government. 
 
1400-1500: 
The noble European family Salazar is founded. Believed to be  
Spanish in origin, their family crest dates back to the 15th-16th  
Centuries. 
 
1400-1600: 
An era of intense exploration and expansion begins by numerous  
European territories triggering the Age of Exploration. Several  
advancements in cartography and navigational instrumentation lead to the discovery and 
colonisation of many far-off lands. Christopher Columbus undertakes his voyage to discover 
the New World, Englishman Sir Francis Drake sails around the world claiming the San 
Francisco bay for Queen Elizabeth. The Portuguese become the first European territory to 
reach Indian shores and quest to find commodities such as gold, rare fabrics and spices in a 
journey taking them down the west coast of Africa to Sierra Leone in 1460. Due to 
technological and cultural advantages, Portugal dominate world trade for nearly 200 years. 
While the rest of Europe is decimated by Black Plague, Portugal is protected thanks to its 
physical isolation. As a consequence, most of the West African coast is explored in the period 
from 1415 to the 1600s. Preserved maps of this period show a remarkably accurate 
understanding of the complicated coastline. African exports consist primarily of gold, ivory and 
pepper. The lands of Kijuju remain largely untouched and the abandoned Ndipaya Kingdom 
undisturbed. A European family by the name of Travis, later to evolve into a dynasty of 
merchants and travellers, also has its roots in this era. 
 
A masonic group called The Family is founded by a great descendant of the Simmons ancestry. 
What begins as a small secret society will prosper over the centuries to become a vast network 
of power and influence extending across the entire planet. Its members operate from the 
shadows as a fraternity of powerful individuals in privileged and influential positions with an 
objective to maintain stability and prosperous world development that benefits themselves. As 
time goes by its philosophy would expand to ensure the United States of America remain at the 
forefront of global power and prosperity. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: THE FAMILY 
The Family was originally a small faction formed by an  
ancestor of Derek Clifford Simmons long before the  
United States of America came into being. Over time  
their influence gradually extended to all corners of the  
world until The Family held enough power to  
manipulate and shape the course of modern human  
development. Their ostensible goal is to maintain  
stability in the world, but its true motivation lay in exploiting global events to benefit its members. In modern 
times, they believed maintaining that stability was contingent upon keeping the United States at the top of the 
pyramid of world power. For centuries the group operated in complete secrecy, recruiting powerful and 
influential individuals and working behind the scenes to mastermind events and control world affairs. Their 
existence is unknown to the world at large but they are the epitome of myth and legend that relates to other 
infamous fraternities such as the Illuminati. Whilst so little has been documented about them and their 
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recruitment process, they have access to unparalleled wealth which in turn leads to powerful influence within 
governments, monarchies, and the wider global circles of power.  
Sometime after their foundation, The Family took control of ‘The Catacombs;’ a subterranean network of 
caverns and labyrinths located in North America, converting it into their own secret meeting place. In later 
years when the town of Tall Oaks was constructed above ground, the Simmons family bought the plot of land 
around Tall Oaks Cathedral and it remained solely in their care for every generations since. This land primarily 
serves as a meeting ground for The Family’s secretive dealings and is filled with hidden passageways and booby 
traps to obstruct potential interlopers. Anyone dedicating their lives in service of The Family is granted a final 
resting place in the burial chambers beneath the cathedral. 
Acceptance into The Family requires all members to carry the Simmons family crest emblem which is a 
metallic knot of intertwined snakes. This sigil is engraved on lockets, coins and signet rings to serve as proof of 
membership. Because of their global roots, The Family often left behind large information caches in secret 
locations across all continents. Direction to find this information comes in the form of an innocuous, blue 
circular serpent stone engraved with the Simmons crest.  
By the time of the late 20th Century, The Family had shaped mankind into its current state and the head of the 
group at that time was Derek C. Simmons, a high-ranking U.S. Government official. In the late 1990s he built 
up a close working relationship with Ada Wong, a notorious industrial spy with fingers in many pies having 
infiltrated Umbrella and their ‘rival company’ amongst others. Simmons influence ensured he was the one who 
made the final decision to bomb Raccoon City and erase it from existence on October 1st 1998. This decision 
made Ada Wong realise just how dangerous Simmons and The Family were and so she left his employ without 
looking back, though her knowledge of the fraternity left her in no doubt they were dangerous people to cross. 
The sole reason Ada wasn’t tracked down and eliminated by The Family was due to Simmons fondness for her, 
a fondness that later developed into an obsession. Whilst Ada Wong led a dangerous life, infiltrating many 
terrorist organisations and working with infamous bioterrorists such as Albert Wesker, she never dared 
interfere with The Family’s affairs. 
Simmons used the Raccoon City incident as a case study into the validity of B.O.W.s, and with the collusion 
between the U.S. Government and Umbrella now indefinitely over following the sterilisation operation that 
destroyed the town, he used The Family to launch his own biological weapons research, quickly believing that 
viral agents and the monstrosities created by them will be the future of modern global warfare. If The Family 
could dominate and monopolise the B.O.W. market, they would control the very direction of war by 
controlling the production and output of weapons and maintaining the United States as the premier global 
superpower. Simmons recruited many notable and gifted researchers into The Family, including child genius 
Carla Radames. Because the organisation had access to classified viral strains such as the G-Virus and  
t-Veronica, Carla was able to launch the C-Virus project, using the limitless resources of The Family to ensure 
success. 
The Family continued to observe world events from behind the scenes, watching and waiting as the world 
descended into fear and paranoia following the collapse of Umbrella Corporation and the inevitable rise of 
bioterrorism that followed. Major outbreaks occurred in the U.S. towns of Harvardville and St. Cloud, the 
megafloat city Terragrigia in the Mediterranean, and the small country of Kijuju in Africa amongst others, yet 
The Family never came to the forefront to right these wrongs. Simmons’ position in the Government allowed 
them to dictate any action they so wished, the bombing of Raccoon City being proof of that. In other major 
events their actions were far more discreet, but the results always benefitted their members. 
However, this all changed and The Family were forced to interject when President Adam Benford, a close 
friend of Simmons, and an individual fully aware of the connection between the US Federal Government, 
Umbrella's bioweapons program and the Raccoon City Destruction Incident, decided that the United States 
should start to accept responsibility for its more-controversial actions. Benford made plans to reveal their 
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involvement to the world in June 2013 at Tall Oaks' Ivy University. Simmons was terrified by the potential 
implications as The Family had long sought to create order in the world, choosing to build up the United 
States' power and influence over centuries as the premier world superpower. Should the U.S.-Umbrella link be 
revealed, it was feared this balance would collapse entirely. Although Simmons tried and failed to talk Benford 
out of his plan, it was clear the President, friend or not, had now made an enemy of The Family and action had 
to be taken. Simmons made preparations to remove key enemies from the picture and maintain US-
superiority. If the truth about the U.S. government's connections to Umbrella's bioweapons program were to 
get out, it would destabilize the world and remove America from the top of the hierarchy of power. Therefore 
Simmons set into motion a plan that would launch a bioterrorist attack and assassinate the President, thus 
preserving The Family's designs on power and stability. 
Using the C-Virus, Simmons orchestrated a biohazard in the town of Tall Oaks on June 29th 2013, eliminating 
President Benford before he could make his revealing speech at Ivy University and killing over 70,000 innocent 
people. But although this part of his plan went off without a hitch, Simmons had one fatal weakness which was 
his feelings for Ada Wong. Having lost her in 1998, Simmons had begun to feel emotionally stressed in his life 
and enacted a plan to create a duplicate of her using the C-Virus created by Carla Radames. The experiment 
took ten years to complete and Radames herself was used as the final test subject. Although the experiment was 
successful, the new Ada Wong still retained repressed memories of her time as Carla and as these feeling grew 
over time, she began to feel an intense hatred for Simmons and burned with revenge. For a time she kept these 
feeling in check and worked under Simmons and researchers from The Family to slowly weaponise the C-Virus 
and create specialist B.O.W.s known as ‘Complete Mutation Species.’ She later exploited Simmons’ strong 
feelings for her and manipulated him into gifting her a large slice of The Family's wealth to secretly create Neo-
Umbrella; a terrorist organisation based in China where she continued her own research in private as well as 
keeping up the charade of working alongside Simmons. Carla's quest for revenge soon turned into a plan to 
destroy the world, a goal she set up deliberately to purposefully undo everything The Family had ever worked 
for and achieved. 
Events culminated on July 1st 2013 in the midst of Neo-Umbrella's attack on Lanshiang, a coastal city in the 
People's Republic of China. Simmons was eventually injected with an enhanced version of C-Virus on the 
orders of Carla and turned into a monster. The Family watched these events from afar before deciding to 
abandon Derek to his fate. The Family restored order by eliminating Carla themselves and retreating back to 
the shadows, choosing a new leader for their group before the bio-terrorist incident even reached conclusion. 
They then retreated back to the shadows and have yet to be heard from since. Unconfirmed reports suggest 
they may have recovered samples of the enhanced strain C-Virus.  
Following this incident, many people still working within the U.S. Government remained loyal to Simmons 
and sought to disrupt the new political regime that set about deconstructing everything he had built. In 
particular they targeted the Division of Security Operations where Leon S. Kennedy led a taskforce to root out 
traitors. One of these individuals was Steven Air, a highly respected U.S. Senator who purposefully sold 
information to bio-terror organisations. He was eliminated before he could be arrested and taken into custody 
so other prominent individuals could not be exposed. One of President Benford’s top aides was also involved 
selling classified information to clandestine organisations and underworld groups. The U.S. Defence Chief and 
even the Vice-President may also have been dirty. But whether these individuals were members of The Family 
or not remains unknown. 
 
1600s: 
In an area of the New World known as The Americas, a primitive race of people inhabit an 
ancient underground labyrinth later known as The Catacombs. This colossal space is made up 
of huge subterranean networks of tunnels and mazes converted into ancient tombs, caves, altars 
and resting chambers. Huge statues of ancient people stand hundreds of feet tall, carved into 
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solid rock and depicted as giants watching over them. As time goes by, this civilization dies out 
and a majority of their bodies are all mummified and laid to rest here. 
 
LOCATION PROFILE: THE CATACOMBS 
The Catacombs are a huge underground network of  
subterranean caves, structures and chambers dating  
back almost 400 years. Although nothing is known  
of the first people to inhabit this place, hints of their  
existence remain thanks to carefully constructed  
altars and giant stone carvings of ancient humanoid  
figures. In later years, The Catacombs were taken  
over by The Family; a secretive organisation who  
gradually developed enough power and influence to  
shape the course of human development over a long  
period of time. This location was used as the final  
resting place of the Simmons family and those who had faithfully served their mysterious organisation. The 
numerous underground burial chambers are not known to the world at large, but the catacombs are still 
protected with many elaborate contraptions to keep outsiders from digging too deeply into The Family's secret 
affairs. As time moved on and the lands above were reorganised into North and South America, a town was 
built above the ground around The Catacombs named Tall Oaks, and a cathedral constructed directly over the 
site entrance. This plot of land was purchased by the wealthy Simmons family and used as the main meeting 
point to the Catacombs and a place for The Family to conduct their secretive business. A hidden entrance was 
placed behind the main altar and four Madonna statues were required to open it. Charity, Sorrow, Grief and 
Happiness. They each had to be placed on a particular plinth on the first and second floors of the cathedral. 
“The two motherly saints will reveal the path.” 
As well as housing numerous hidden passageways and booby traps to ward off potential interlopers, in the 
early 21st century the current Family head, Derek C. Simmons, had a portion of the upper levels refurbished 
into a modern scientific laboratory for the purposes of viral research. These levels include computer rooms, a 
prison holding area, experimentation chambers, and even a purpose built aquarium for marine-based 
experiments. A sewer channel and an old mine are adjacent to this area. The entrance to the main burial 
chambers is located beneath this laboratory and can only be accessed by using the Simmons insignia to set 
forth evidence of kith and kin.  
Although a majority of the Catacombs are made up of structures and rooms carved from rock set over a deep 
abyss, primitive walkways are constructed across the caverns made from wood to make navigation easier. The 
main entrance to the burial chambers is symbolised by a circular room with numerous archways and pillars 
carved into ancient rock. Two flame-bearing torches are mounted on the walls either side of a set of heavy iron 
doors. Two people are required to gain access here with two levers either side of the entrance needing to be 
pulled simultaneously. This door leads into a large tunnel beyond with alcoves on either side spanning floor to 
ceiling filled with mummified bodies and human remains on display dressed in primitive clothing. Coffins and 
wooden burial caskets litter the floor and old ceremonial pots and vases are present near two iron reliefs of 
Lions’ faces sat staring at each other on opposite sides of an archway. Torches light up the way as the tunnel 
moves up some stairs and forks to the right. Hundreds of bodies are buried here. Portions of The Catacombs 
lay beneath a huge lake above ground and so underground springs and waterfalls are numerous. The tunnel 
encircles a large pit on the left disappearing even further underground. A huge waterfall splashes down onto 
the giant statue depicting a member of the ancient race who built this place. Near the end of this tunnel a 
human skeleton hangs upside down from the ceiling as a warning for unauthorised explorers to venture no 
further. 
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Following takeover by The Family, an elaborate trap was installed here with a pair of motorised spinning 
sickles emerging from either side of the tunnel ready to slice up intruders in an instant. Beyond here the tunnel 
zigzags to the right and left before another trap blocks the way via a pipe that spews fire from the mouth of a 
lion relief on the wall. This is activated via a crank from the other side of an underground river that flows 
beneath. There are more skeletons on show in this tunnel, each shown standing up in vertical alcoves in the 
walls and more old coffins, all of which are badly weathered with age. Another heavy door blocks the way here 
and a message carved; 'Set forth evidence of kith and kin.' You have to prove yourself to be a member of The 
Family in order to proceed. Each member of the Simmons family bore a ring with their family crest and placing 
the ring into the relief on the door granted access beyond. The door is on a timer and takes an age for the 
latches to release. This leads into a partially submerged chamber thanks to a waterfall coming down from a 
circular hole in the centre of the room. When Simmons installed the laboratory in the levels above; he also 
constructed an aquarium for water-based test subjects.  
In the Tall Oaks incident of 2013, the experimental  
Brzak, originally a human test subject infected with  
the C-Virus that developed shark-like properties, was  
deliberately let out of this aquarium to prowl the  
underwater channels of the catacombs for intruders.  
There are more burial chambers in this room,  
although these are housed behind bars as if this place  
was once used as a prison. Ancient tree roots force  
their way through from the rocks above to get at this  
underground water supply. From here, the tunnel  
continues round into some natural caves where more  
coffins and caskets lay just above the water. Numerous stalactites hung down from the ceiling and strips of 
wood and sticks have been entrenched and bound together to form guideposts for the lost explorer. 
The caves continue on until stairs lead up to the next tunnel. This next section is protected by numerous traps 
including spinning sickle blades and retractable spikes in the floor. The passage is flanked by an underground 
river and numerous gates and portcullises block the way and have to be retracted by an elaborate crank system 
that two people need to operate. For anyone who makes it through this section, one final trap remains by the 
exit door. Pulling the levers either side acts as a ruse for opening the entrance and instead activates a trap door, 
dropping those unfortunate enough to trigger it down into the very heart of the Catacombs. In 2013 Leon S. 
Kennedy described this place as 'like being at the centre of the earth' and it is comprised of a giant underground 
cavern with two huge statues of humanoid gods built into the solid rock. These were constructed by whatever 
primitive peoples had inhabited this place before The Family. They were clearly master craftsmen. 
Numerous waterfalls rain down from holes and cracks in the rocks but the water cascading down looks frozen 
because it is so far away. The chasm is connected by a series of stone walkways leading down to an ancient 
temple with numerous archways and doorways constructed around a main entrance. The way down is a long 
one and more recent members of The Family  made things easier by installing wooden bridges and walkways 
although many large gaps remain and one false move will send those not careful plummeting to their death. 
Below this temple is a series of underground waterways connecting to the lake around Tall Oaks. In 2013 the 
temple was flooded after part of the structure collapsed and torrents of water came rushing through. It was 
possible to get back outside through this underground waterway. 
There are known to be numerous other unexplored sections of the Catacombs and due to its underground 
location, much of it is likely still intact following the sterilisation operation performed by the U.S. Government 
to resolve the biohazard incident at Tall Oaks. However, it will be extremely unstable and likely totally 
inaccessible following the damage caused, leaving many of The Family’s secrets buried forever. 
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1605-1618: 
During the Polish-Muscovite War, a Cossack elder named Bogdan Shevchenko who earlier 
established a castle in Eastern Slav, now constructs a series of underground tunnels beneath the 
capital Holifgrad to help flee the Polish invasions. 
 
1700s: 
By now The Catacombs have been abandoned and The Family take them over as a secret 
meeting place for their clandestine activities. 
 
During the 18th Century, wealthy European merchant and industrialist Thomas Travis 
establishes a family shipping and trading company Travis Trading. The company is created 
during the latter period of the great navigational age of global expansion and exploration. This 
event marks the first element in the eventual creation of Tricell Inc; a multinational 
pharmaceutical enterprise that would finally come together in the 1960s.   
 
Thomas dedicates his life to make Travis Trading a success, investing all of his family fortune 
as they journey across the world trading with far off countries and businesses. Thomas and his 
wife bear seven children and are confident their family dynasty will make the company a 
profitable success well into the next century. In some parts of the world Travis Trading will 
become known as Travis Enterprises.   
 
"Tricell's history dates back to the period known as the Age of Exploration. The forbearer to 
Tricell was Travis Trading, a company owned by wealthy European merchant Thomas Travis.  
This company profited greatly from expansive trading with the Orient, and laid the 
groundwork for what would become Tricell's shipping division. Travis Trading entered the 
19th century as a profitable trading venture."  
- RE5: No.9: Tricell File; Archived 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The wealthy Salazar family take ownership of an ancient castle in a rural region of northern 
Spain. This castle will become their home for the next eight generations spanning several 
centuries, but their legacy will soon develop a dark ancestry. Although the castle overlooks mile 
upon mile of farmland and a small village, the area is also inhabited by a powerful religious cult 
calling themselves the Los Illuminados. Their very name spreads fear across the region with 
local peasants and villagers circulating whispers of dark arts worship and occult practices. They 
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reside on a small island located a few miles from the coast and their power stems from the Las 
Plagas parasite, for like the Ndipaya long before them, they too have unearthed this evil. 
 
It is unclear how the cult uncovered the Plaga, or 
how exactly the parasites reached Europe, but  
theories include during the shift and formation of 
the continents or migration during the great age of 
exploration. It is feasible they have lain dormant  
underground for thousands of years. Following  
exposure, cult members start behaving erratically,  
developing symptoms such as short temperedness  
and increased aggression. It is during one darkened  
night, when the first of the matured parasites  
emerges from the head of its host, do the Los  
Illuminados realise they have been blessed with a  
great gift. The cult base their entire religion around  
this great power, stylising their own insignia around  
the appearance of the parasite. They even perform  
ritualistic sacrifice in caves across their island. 
 
As more parasites emerge, they quickly adapt to the behavioural pattern of their hosts and 
create a symbiotic environment. The carriers gain benefits such as increased strength and 
resistance to injury. The only apparent weakness is any form of bright light. What remains 
unclear is how exactly the parasites multiply or how many spores it takes to create a fully 
developed Plaga embryo within a host. The Plagas have a collective intelligence much like 
birds or ants. This behaviour was learned after the Plaga once infected a colony of birds long 
ago and inherited their ways of communication, adding to this ‘hive-mind’ living system they 
have adopted. 
 
"The parasite attaches itself to a human host and is assimilated by the central nervous system. 
Infected humans lose all rational thinking faculties and are wholly subject to control by another 
type of Plaga known as a Control Plaga (usually another infected human). Hosts may lack 
rational though function, but they still retain human-level intelligence such as the ability to 
understand and communicate with each other. They can also use tools and are surprisingly 
crafty when working in groups against an enemy.”  
- RE5: Majini File; Archived 2009 
 
"The Plagas have 3 distinct characteristics.  
1. As mentioned previously, the Plagas have the ability to manipulate the behavioural patterns 
of their hosts.  
2. The Plagas are social organisms. By this I mean that instead of living individually, they live in 
perfect social harmony. It is believed that they have a collective intelligence. This type of 
behaviour can be seen among insects such as bees and ants. However this kind of social 
behaviour is rarely seen among parasitic organisms. Perhaps it was a learned behaviour by the 
Plagas. I'm finding out if this has any relationship with their first characteristic.  
3. The Plagas have exceptional adaptation skills. They are able to live off many kinds of 
organisms by creating a symbiotic environment quickly. This ability, when combined with their 
social behaviours, allows them to interact intelligently between hosts regardless of the host 
organism."  
- RE4: Luis' Memo 4; Archived 2004 
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By using the Plaga, the Los Illuminados gradually spread their influence across the region, 
gathering new members then infecting and controlling them. Thanks to the parasite different 
hosts are able to share thoughts and be completely in-tune with one another. It is a perfectly 
balanced bio-organism thriving in an age before science takes hold. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: LOS ILLUMINADOS 
The Los Illuminados were a religious group native to a rural region of Spain in Southern Europe. Very little is 
known of them other than they encountered and worshipped the Las Plagas, believed to be sometime in the 18th 
Century. Even less is known of the religion they practiced, yet their lack of contact with outside communities 
suggests it was not favourable and certainly in opposition to the paganism preached by the first Lord Salazar. 
Old cave drawings and murals found in the cliff dwellings of a small island depict cult members performing 
ritual sacrifice and removing the hearts of their victims, all performed  
under their cult insignia which was purposefully designed to look like a  
mature Plaga parasite. They discovered the parasite, buried in the rocks  
ready to emit their spores when someone wandered too close. Once they  
discovered the parasite they named it 'Las Plagas' which meant 'the plagues'  
and accepted it into their own ranks. They took the Plaga into their bodies  
as part of a religious ritual. They also used the parasite to recruit more  
followers and increase their numbers, being able to use the parasite’s  
powers to manipulate even unwilling subjects. The name Illuminados  
means Enlightened and they often refer to themselves as the Enlightened  
Ones. Modern members traditionally dress in red or black robes and cowls, though murals depict older 
members from generations past wearing the traditional white robes of priests. No concrete details are known 
about the structure of the cult or its hierarchy, how they were funded or where exactly they were based, though 
it is believed they originally resided centuries ago on a small island located off shore several miles from Salazar 
castle. They were secretive, kept themselves out of everyday sight and used fear and myth for protection.  
It was unfortunate for the Los Illuminados that they found an enemy in the form of the first Salazar Castellan. 
He saw the danger of the cult and promptly rounded them all up, taking away all their rights and powers. This 
was done very quickly before the cult could grow too large in number and the first Lord Salazar would never 
know just prevented the world's first major biological outbreak. Las Plagas were taken away from the group 
and sealed deep underground beneath the very foundations of Castle Salazar. The remaining members of the 
Los Illuminados at that time quietly slipped into the background, never to be heard from again. They were 
under exile, but still they survived. 
The Illuminados next emerged in the early years of the 21st Century. Osmund Saddler had grown up with the 
teachings of the cult, becoming a fully-fledged member and eventually their leader. He knew all about the 
legend of the Plaga and knew they needed to take that power back if they were to have any dominance in the 
modern world. The nearby castle where the Plagas were held was still under ownership of the Salazar family 
who by this time were now onto their eighth Castellan. After doing some research, Saddler came to know a 
young man who at only 20 years old could easily be manipulated. Saddler visited the young Ramon Salazar and 
preached him the teachings of Los Illuminados, explaining that the cult were not evil and that Salazar's great 
ancestors had committed a sin for banishing them. Salazar spent many long nights in his library by candlelight 
pouring over old documents and journals of the time and Saddler eventually won him round. He told of how 
he wanted to use Las Plagas as a force for good and create a world that was totally free of all sin. In a world 
dominated by Las Plagas, everything would stabilise with all the infected sharing the same thoughts and 
desires, eliminating the inconsistencies and diversity of humans intent on destroying everything. Eventually, 
Salazar relented and was accepted into the ranks of the Los Illuminados in exchange for granting Saddler access 
to the caverns under his castle. 
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When Ramon released the Plagas seal no one thought they could be brought back to life. However, Plaga 
remains were found to be fossilized in the rocks. Although they appeared to have expired, they were able to 
survive by lying in a dormant state at a cellular level and remaining in a spore-like form. Salazar recruited local 
people from the village to travel to the castle and excavate the mines. The working men unknowingly inhaled 
the spores and became infected, giving birth to a new generation of Las Plagas parasites. 
Some years later, these same villagers became the first Ganados and the  
village chief Bitorez Mendez, himself a life-long Los Illuminados  
preacher, gradually brought the residents round to the cult’s teachings.  
Now with some of the villagers under his control, Saddler infected the  
rest of the village via direct injection of Plagas eggs in the guise of a  
religious ceremony. It is believed Saddler used these Ganado to construct  
a primitive off-shore base on the same island still within view of Salazar  
castle. They recruited a private Plagas-infected militia and a heavily  
armed battleship was also included. The cult also hired countless  
researchers such as Luis Sera to study the parasites in greater detail, and  
others conducted genetic experiments and gene-spicing, using the Plaga  
to fill in the gene-sequence gaps and producing B.O.W.s such as the  
Regenerador, Novistador, U-3 and El Gigante. As well as Saddler himself,  
Bitorez Mendez, Ramon Salazar and Jack Krauser were also given  
Dominant Strain Plagas. Mendez was in control of the village Ganado,  
Salazar was controlling the castle zealots, and Saddler himself controlled the island forces. 
The Los Illuminados end game involved the capture of Ashley Graham, the daughter of the President of the 
United States, and injecting her with the parasite. Once infected, she would be sent back to the U.S. in exchange 
for a large ransom and the parasite would hatch, proceeding to infect the entire US administration and 
effectively bring the entire world to Saddler's fingertips. However due to the actions of Leon S. Kennedy, these 
plans were destroyed and Saddler was killed.  
In the fallout of the South Europe incident most believed the Los Illuminados were destroyed and banished to 
myth and legend once again. However, surviving members went into hiding and privately burned for revenge 
against the United States. The cult employed many individuals as envoys to the outside world, and one such 
individual was a man named Patricio. He later went into narcotics trafficking but kept in contact with the cult 
as an information broker. At some point, the Illuminados came into contact with black-market weapons dealer 
Glenn Arias and a deal was struck. Arias was granted access to the original development data for the Dominant 
Strain Plaga and used it to further perfect the A-Virus; a new biological agent with an engineered trait to detect 
friend from foe. The DNA nucleotides from Las Plagas was a key element into making this application a 
success. In exchange for this information, Arias promised to conduct a large-scale bio-terror attack on the 
United States on behalf of the Los Illuminados as revenge. This plan was to unleash the perfected A-Virus on 
New York City. Patricio later discovered this plot and managed to flee Spain, but the cult threatened his wife 
and daughter. He desperately sought out Leon S. Kennedy, wanting to provide information on the bio-terror 
plot in exchange for Leon rescuing his family, but he was later murdered by associates of Arias. The attack on 
New York City was carried out in 2014 but the catastrophe was largely averted thanks to the combined efforts 
of the B.S.A.A. and the D.S.O. No further information on the Los Illuminados exists at present. 
 
By now the Salazar family hold sovereign rule across the region. The villagers living in the 
surrounding lands have no choice but to declare their loyalty to the castellans and in return for 
this right of holding high stature and ruling power, the Salazar’s are responsible for protecting 
the people and obligated to fight off any outside oppressors. They judge fairly all crimes within 
their lands, treat their citizens well, and let them enjoy peaceful lives. 
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The first castellan of the Salazar family is a good man with a strong sense of justice. He makes 
regular contact with the people of the nearby village his family castle overlooks. He sees 
himself as a protector of these people, taken in by their happy and simple outlook on life. 
They live uneventful lives in relative peace and harmony, caring little about the outside world 
and believing that family and friendship are the most important values in life. It is thanks to the 
first castellan's protection that the villagers are able to go about their daily routines, blissfully 
unaware of the evil that stirs around them in the form of the Los Illuminados. The first 
Castellan also teaches paganism across the region. 
 
"In this village, there is a tale that has been passed down through generations. It is a tale of 
praise, of the first Lord of the castle, who taught paganism in this place. Thanks to that lord, 
this village exists, and we can continue to live in peace. The original lord of the castle was a 
man with a strong sense of justice, who protected the villagers.”  
-Biohazard 4: Incubate; Archived 2004. 
 
Gradually more rumours spread about the Los  
Illuminados. There are sightings in the nearby  
woods of strange creatures with human bodies.  
Local farmers and hamlet dwellers begin acting  
strangely, leading people to believe they have  
been possessed by the dark religion of the cult.  
The villagers hold regular meetings with Lord  
Salazar who decides to meet the Los  
Illuminados head on and vanquish them from  
his lands. Scout parties are sent out into the  
mountains as the search for the cult's base  
camp begins. But the group prove to be very  
elusive. 
 
Eventually, their base camp is found. In the dead of night, armoured soldiers on horseback led 
by Salazar himself ride out of the castle and travel up the mountain path to attack, carrying the 
banner of the Salazar sigil. The battle is fierce and spectacular as the knights engage with the 
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cult members and fire-lit torches and flaming arrows light up the fight. The men of Salazar are 
taken aback as the first of the parasites bursts from the head of its host, exposing their true 
form to the outside world; a pulsing mass of flesh and tentacles spasming from where the 
human head once was. The battle is intense, with both sides suffering heavy losses until 
eventually all infected cult members are slain and the battle is won. Victorious, Salazar and his 
men burn the camp to the ground, stringing up 
the remaining members to hang and return to the 
castle. However, rather than destroy the 
remaining parasites, they are sealed away in the 
vast labyrinth directly beneath the castle 
foundations to ensure they will never fall into the 
wrong hands again. The Castellan also hopes to 
unlock the secrets of the parasite for his own 
gains. This will result in the ‘secret art’ of 
controlling the parasites that Osmund Saddler 
will exploit some several centuries from now. As 
the years pass the Castellans will learn to influence and control the Plagas to a small extent by 
sound; manipulating bells, whistles and musical rods to provoke reactions in the parasites and 
stimulate their movements. This process will be recorded in sacred texts kept at Salazar Castle. 
 
Without their power source, the Los Illuminados gradually lose their influence and Salazar 
ensures all their remaining rights and powers are rescinded. This forces the remaining cultists 
to slink back into the woodwork, exiled into slumber until their very existence becomes 
nothing but legend confined to history books. 
 
"For many years the Salazar family has served as Castellans of this castle. However, not 
everything is bright for my ancestry has a dark past. Long ago there was a religious group that 
had deep roots in this region called the Los Illuminados. Unjustly however, the first castellan of 
this castle took away all their rights and powers."                                                     
- RE4: Castellan Memo; Archived 2004.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
"The first Castellan buried the Las Plagas deep underground below the castle to hide their very 
existence."                                                      
-RE4: Luis' Memo 2; Archived 2004. 
 
Now regarded as heroes, the Salazar family continue to prosper into the next century and 
beyond. Each lord strains to learn more about the dangers of the parasites and discover they 
can hear sounds at frequencies far higher than humans can detect. This ‘secret art’ continues to 
be documented but sealed to ensure it is never misused. Over time the parasites will apparently 
expire and become fossilized within the rocks of their subterranean prison. But in reality they 
lay dormant, patiently waiting for the next hosts to uncover them so the cycle can begin again. 
 
1776: 
THURSDAY JULY 4TH 1776    
The Declaration of Independence is made public and all colonies become independent of the 
Kingdom of Great Britain and become the United States of America. 
 
LATE 18TH CENTURY: 
Eastern Slav is still locked in the grip of power by the two great empires of Russia and Austria 
until the end of this century. 


